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At BIOMIN we harness the power of science to support animal health and performance. By applying state-of-the-art
 and proprietary technology we deliver natural, sustainable and profitable solutions to the livestock industry. For over
 30 years we have pioneered innovative solutions for mycotoxin risk management and gut performance. BIOMIN is
 part of ERBER Group.

 As member of the Analytics team in Biomin Research Center in Tulln, you will work on interdisciplinary projects with
 international teams, experts with diverse scientific backgrounds. 

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE - ANALYTICS (M/F)

These are the tasks we trust in you:
Plan, conduct and report experiments in order to improve existing methods (GS-MS, GC-FID) and develop new
 methods
Interpret and analyze results, document experiments
Present results in team meetings and at conferences 
Maintain instruments
Guide the laboratory tours (visitors)
Supervise students during summer internships

To leave real 'foodprints' with us you need the
 following skills:

Bachelor or Master degree in natural sciences (e.g.
 Chemistry, Biotechnology)
Experience with analytical methods or strong interest
 in learning GS-MS/LS-MS methods
Strong problem solving and analytical skills 
Ability to work autonomously as well as in a team
Being structured, accurate and self-initiative 
Very good English skills, German is an advantage 

What do we stand for? We are Pioneers, Partners
 and Performers!

100% of our trust in advance
Internal and external education and training,
 participation at scientific conferences 
Top-notch teams and leading-edge technology
Exciting and challenging tasks 
Unique company culture, broad diversity and flat
 hierarchies
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Here are some more good reasons to work for us.

What else to know?
Reference Number: 166
You will be based at Tulln (Austria)
Your type of employment: full time (38,5 hours/week)
 permanent contract
Based on your classification in our ERBER Group
 career model, your professional experience and your
 qualification, we offer you an attractive total
 compensation package starting at € 35.000 gross p.a.
 (full-time incl. fix and variable components)
  

 Are you ready to leave real 'foodprints‘ with us? We are looking forward to your online application.
  
 You have questions? Please contact: Ms Sanja POLOJAC, +43278280311385
 Or visit our website: www.biomin.net

            

For us, 'leaving foodprints' means:

http://www.erber-group.net/en/careers/why-to-apply/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgcaZKszcCs
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